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Research Question and Background

The objective of this research is to investigate fracture

behavior along a glassy to rubbery transition within a

polymeric material. Analyzing fracture propagation plays

a major role in increasing safety and predicting the

lifespan of engineering mechanisms (such as predicting

leakage rates in the International Space Station docking

seals which become brittle in space environments) [1]. In

this work, experiments are designed to determine how a

temperature gradient through the thickness of a plate

affects the fracture morphology of a mode-I edge crack.

Research Methods

Using a laser cutter, a specimen of Polymethyl

methacrylate (PMMA) was fabricated. With resistance

wires, Silicone and Aluminum plates, a Peltier cooler and

heat sink; various temperature differentials will be applied

to the specimen based on a test matrix and its glass

transition temperature(Tg).[2] A tensile loading machine

was used to fracture the specimen. From here, visual and

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) characterization would

have been done to depict fracture behavior.

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consisted of:

• a heating fixture, a PMMA specimen(with a mode-1 edge

crack and Aluminum and thermal coating), and tensile loading

frame.

The heating fixture comprised

• a PMMA holding plate

• two Aluminum plates and one Silicone plate

• a Peltier cooler and heat sink

• and resistance wires
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Progress Thus Far

The progress made in this project:

• solidifying an experimental setup(3D Model) and test

procedure.

• Further testing next semester would allow for optical and AFM

characterization of the fracture plane.

• Expected results include crack tilting, rotation, brittle and

ductile fracture surfaces and differences in fracture

morphology between the high and low temperature sides.
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Illustration of the test matrix used for tensile load testing  using Tg near 116ºC[from 2]
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